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What is a Chakra and How Does it Work? 

Definition of a Chakra  

A chakra is a crossing point. There are five different kinds of chakras. They are 

insignificant, lesser, minor, reflective and major. There are literally millions of 

insignificant chakras, thousands of lesser chakras and several hundred minor chakras. 

But there are only 13 major crossing points or major chakras that exist in the HES.  

Insignificant, lesser and minor chakras exist in many systems throughout. But 

major chakras only exist within the Blended Energies System and are only possible in 

that system. Reflective chakras act as a delivery system for the message of the major 

chakra into the material world during a physical existence and only exist within the 

Human Electromagnetic Field. These r-chakras have a shorter life span than the major 

chakras because they are dependent on the relationship between the bio layer/HEMF 

and the subtle anatomy to exist.  

 

13 Major Chakras  

There are 13 major chakras in the Blended Energies System. Simply, major 

chakras are generators and each has a specific job to do based in its location along the 

core. They are held in all but two of the eight Layers. Major chakras are formed at the 

crossing point of the core and 13 different streams as they emerge out of the chaotic 

swirling of the soul layer.  

They reorganize into focused triple-current streams at special alignment valves in 

the inner edge of the soul layer. These triple-current streams then become generic soul 

pathways until they cross the core and experience a transformative experience. At the 

crossing of the core, chakras are created, and when the triple-current stream exits, it 
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has changed into a specified kind of chakra stream. This stream carries information out 

into the Human Energy Structure about the chakras.  

They are from top to bottom: the divine gate, the star chakra, the solar chakra, 

the crown chakra, the brow chakra, the throat chakra, the heart chakra, the solar plexus 

chakra, the dan tien chakra, the root chakra, the lunar chakra, the axis chakra and the 

chi pool. Both the divine gate and the chi pool are suspended in the soul layer. All 

Chakras are anchored into the Bio Layer with connectors. In this work we refer to the 

chakras by names and not numbers.  

 

Simply How the Major Chakra Works  

Major energy centers in the Human Energy Structure called major chakras, are 

created at the 13 crossing points of the incoming triple-current stream and the 

descending triple-current core. Subtle charge is generated at these intersections in two 

stages. First, the streams cross, and, as they merge, a contraction resembling a violent 

in-breath occurs resulting in a forceful outward expansion of great intelligence and 

strength. This generation of energy appears to be a gathering in, like an inspiration, and 

then an outward letting go of a contained explosion of focused and informed energy.  

When they encounter each other, the currents within the streams are all spinning 

at high velocity. The two streams cross and the currents move through one another 

while spinning in opposite directions. When the core and incoming chakra (soul 

pathway) stream meet, the resulting friction of the opposing spins at the crossing point 

actually causes three reactions, one for each incoming current, in the core. This makes 

the crossing point an informing center or a power generating station and it is this 

reaction that creates a major chakra.  

 

Definition & Types of Chakras  
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Basically, a chakra is an anatomical crossing point. There are five different kinds: 

insignificant, lesser, minor, reflective and major. Literally millions of insignificant 

chakras, thousands of lesser chakras and hundreds of minor chakras exist in many 

systems. But only the Blended Energies System houses the 13 major chakras of the 

Human Energy Structure. The reflective chakra, the delivery system of the major 

chakra, is a function of the Human Electromagnetic Field.  

 

Major Chakras  

The 13 crossing points of the incoming triple-current and the descending triple-

current core create the major chakras. Here energy is generated in two stages. When 

the streams cross and as they merge, a contraction resembling a violent in-breath 

occurs; followed by a forceful expansion in an outward direction, resulting in empowered 

energy of intelligence and strength. What begins as a gathering in, an inspiration ends 

as a reaction of outward release in a contained and directed explosion.  

The currents, and the streams within the currents of both the incoming currents 

and the core, spin at high velocity in opposite directions. The resulting friction at the 

crossing point causes three reactions in each of the currents of the core, making an 

informing center or a power station. It is a series of reactions that come together to 

create the major chakras and ultimately the Blended Energies System.  

 

Minor Chakras  

A minor chakra happens at a crossing point where action occurs that supports 

and influences the rest of the Blended Energies System. These are support chakras. 

For example, the alignment valves at the beginning of the soul pathways and the 

dispersal valves at the rear of the chakra streams are minor chakras.  
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Minor chakras are important because something fundamental happens here in 

relationship to the greater Blended Energies System. The formation of the incoming 

triple-current stream out of the crossing single streams contained within the soul layer is 

a result of the minor chakra. Both alignment and dispersal valves act as minor chakras 

at the crossing point of the framework of the inner edge of the soul layer and the single 

currents as they converge into a single triple-current stream.  

A minor chakra has almost the same anatomy as the major chakra with the 

significant difference that there is no core at the center to inform the receptivity and 

fundamentally inform or change it. These are empty chakras in comparison to the 

powerful major chakra. 

 

Reflective Chakras  

Reflective chakras only occur in the Human Electromagnetic Field and act as a 

delivery system for the message of the major chakra resting beneath it at the core.  

The 10 reflective chakras of the Human Electromagnetic Field spin out of the 

electromagnetic energy generated by the bio layer at major chakra connections on 

either side of the main chakras. Cone-shaped spirals from connectors at opposite sides 

of the primary or main chakra create a larger circle surrounding the major chakra that is 

really two intersecting spirals in the Human Electromagnetic Field, spinning out from the 

force of the electromagnetic surge. I believe this is what many psychics and healers 

report as spiraling or spinning wheels.  

This electromagnetic energy is superimposed over the more fundamental action 

of the older and larger main chakra organism in service of the entire HES. These 

reflective chakras die with the physical body.  

 

Lesser Chakras  
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Lesser chakras are the place where defining structural parts cross. For example, 

the incoming soul pathway of the heart chakra crosses the framework between the 

emotional and primal layers and an echo- like event happens, marking the occurrence. 

Nothing is activated or moves out from the crossing as a result. No anatomical event 

occurs.  

Insignificant Chakras  

Insignificant chakras are simply crossing points made up of any part of the subtle 

or material anatomy such as veins crossing tendons with no noticeable consequence, 

no hint of anything other than the crossing. Insignificant chakras reside in every place 

blood vessels and veins cross, and no energy center or event occurs.  

 

Anatomy of the Major Chakra 

The major chakra consists of eleven separate chambers that each have a 

singular job to do and that contribute to the distinctive character of each chakra. The 

eleven chambers are broken into four sections: the intentionality in the anterior, the core 

at the center, the corridors to the left and right of the core and the receptivity in the 

posterior. There are three nodes in the intentionality, core and receptivity sections and 

only one in each corridor. All eleven chambers are separated by membranes and 

valves, which open and close as currents enter and exit the chambers.  

The chakra actually begins with the three alignment valves in the inner edge of 

the soul layer, one for each incoming soul pathway or individuated current returning as 

a united triple current stream headed for the core. These valves attract and direct only 

one of the individuated currents: the blue function, red purpose or golden wisdom. At 

this point all these energies are generic and purely individuated in nature. This is the 

raw material the chakra will use to convey its message to the structure.  
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The next three valves together are called the lesser gate and it is located at the 

end of the incoming soul pathway in the exterior membrane of sheath of the chakra. 

This is the first place the generic energies get a forming directive and are prepared for 

the next step in their journey. From here, the currents each enter their own intentionality 

chambers where a specific intention is set within each node of the chamber that is the 

task or the gift this chakra has to give in relationship to the talents and capacities of the 

function, purpose and wisdom currents.  

Next they pass through the three valves of the greater gate in the core sheath at 

the rear of the intentionality chamber. This is where some of the energies experience 

the ultimate and see the Divine within the core. But not all of the incoming energies will 

go through the core. 

To the left and right sides of the core are located the function (your right) and 

wisdom (your left) corridors. These are entered through osmotic barriers and are the 

conduits through which pure energies are moved from intentionality to receptivity. The 

energies that are not allowed to enter the core now act as cooling agents for the BES. 

They are detoured around the core from intentionality directly to receptivity. One benefit 

of this is that they will remember the intention that was set for function and wisdom 

before passing through the awe inspiring, hyper stimulating and disorienting core. 

The informed core besotted energies blast into receptivity through the three 

valves of the posterior greater gate and blend with the unsullied function and wisdom 

energies that are still holding on to their intention for this chakra. This chamber cools, 

integrates and receives the energies that have been deeply inspired by their journey 

through the core. The blue function node accepts both streams as does the wisdom 

node and they cool down these energies bringing them into full receptivity as the 

energies balance against each other.  

The purpose current however, has no such cooling, absolutely no distraction 

from the full inspiration of purposeful action. This is important because the purpose 

current is like the tip of an arrow. It will “drive” the entire exiting triple current stream out 

through the valves at the lesser posterior gates to deliver its message, leading it to push 
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along the chakra stream in a rush toward the soul layer. This is where it will release the 

knowingness of each chakra through the dispersal valves in each current back into the 

fuel tank of the soul layer. The informed and educated, cooled and blended energies 

are now meant to inform and stimulate the entire structure as it hums to the pure chakra 

data; each current making their offering to the whole. 
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